Mr. Bruce Anderson has had a brilliant career at the University of Adelaide. He had previously passed his examinations for the B.S. course, and in 1923 carried off first-class honors. Mr. Anderson, who only recently attained his majority, is now on his way to Cambridge to continue his studies for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. He was one of the most popular young men at the University, and is generally esteemed. Mr. Anderson is the only son of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Anderson, of Modbury, who are accompanying him on the voyage.


Elizabeth Jackson, M.A.

Memorial Library Accepted

Twelve months ago today, Elizabeth Jackson, M.A., died at Woodville when she was acting honorary editor of "The Woman's Record," a member of the Woman's Activist Association, and deeply interested in all problems of citizenship. Psychology had been for her an exceptional fascination, and she was especially concerned with questions of mental efficiency and deficiency. After the Woman's Record," speaking of her death, said: "The work she accomplished in her short life of 32 years, and how much more it has been achieved, seems almost far-fetched. But she had never been very well, for leaving the slim, and always healthy, body had never been adequately housed for her. For a period of 14 years of her life she grew gradually weaker, and suffered from mental and physical ailments. Though her mind and courage seemed at times to amount to somewhat of a severity it has been displayed by her, she had to the memory of a library for the Psychological Clinic.

To this end subscriptions were sought and a number of them were contributed. Miss Jackson was so well known and her ideals so dear to her friends that the memorial fund was quickly raised.

The committee controlling the fund wrote to the University offering £250 for a memorial library for the Psychological Clinic. The offer was accepted, and a library of 1,000 volumes was purchased. This library will be devoted to the equipment of the new building. The committee has presented a bookplate designed by Mr. G. C. Butler, and every volume which is purchased for the library will bear the inscription.

The committee which looks after the memorial fund comprises Dr. Helen Robertson, Miss Mary McDonald, Miss A. K. Ellis, Mr. E. N. Morris, Dr. Dorothy Pavy, and Miss A. T. E. Woolworth.

EXPERIMENTAL FIELDS.

After an absence of ten days, seven of which were spent on Flinders Island, a party of the Adelaide Experimental Station visited it. The station, which is the only one of its kind in the state, was established in 1912, and has been in continuous operation since then. The station is situated on the eastern shore of Flinders Island, which is about 60 miles southeast of the mainland. The island is about 7 miles long and 4 miles wide, and has an area of about 25 square miles. The climate is mild, and the rainfall is about 20 inches per year. The principal vegetation is a mixture of阔叶 and coniferous trees, with a large variety of smaller plants. The soil is rich and fertile, and the island is well watered. The station is used for the study of crops and the improvement of farming methods. It is also used for the study of the effects of weather and climate on the growth of plants. The station is managed by Mr. E. G. Wilkinson, who is the manager of the station. He is assisted by a small staff of men and women, who work on the farm and in the laboratory. The station is open to the public, and visitors are welcome to come and see the work being done. The station is situated in a beautiful spot, with a fine view of the surrounding country. It is a place of quiet and tranquility, and is a perfect refuge from the noise and bustle of the city.